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Dynamic AI release 6.3 

Dynamic AI version 6.3 introduces a number of new features to help end-users and developers get faster 

results, overview and insight into data-sources connected to Dynamic AI. 

The new features are: 

 Column based (design) actions 

 Drag-drop report columns 

 Undo design feature 

 AI – Automated Intelligence  

 New graph styles 

 New Flash-based world map 

This document describes the new functionality in detail. 

Column based actions 

Dynamic AI version 6.3 includes several column based actions available in drop-down menus specific to 

each individual column header on reports and listings or available through drag-drop operations. 

Apart from being directly available without having to enter the tools menu etc. the new column based 

design options support design changes at any level of a report. With the Ad-hoc menu only being 

available at the first level of a report, column actions are available at any level. 

Column based actions are WYSIWYG – What You See Is What You Get – on the live report, resulting in 

the fastest report manipulation possible. 

Example: clicking on the text column “First Name”, displaying available column based actions: 
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Column based actions differ depending on the type of the column and the function of the column on a 

report. 

Different types of columns: 

Text columns:   

Date columns:     

Numeric columns (Integers and Numbers):   
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I.e. numeric columns offers more “total” options (Sum, Running Sum….etc.) as well as formatting 

options for the number of decimals to display (0.00 -> 0.0 (reduce number of decimals) and 0.0 -> 0.00 

(increase number of decimals)) 

If a column has already been grouped or totaled, the options available will adapt. 

With a simple report as an example: 

 

The options are: 

Columns grouped in rows (in the example “Empl Country”): 

 

Depending on the columns appearing on the report the options will vary. 

When having just 1 row-level group and column groupings, hiding the Row-level column grouping (as in 

above example), will automatically convert the column-grouping to a row-grouping: 
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Column values grouped in columns (in the example above “Marital status”): 

 

Columns part of a total (in the example above “Total Children”): 

 

As illustrated above some new “Total options” are available that previously required access to Design.  
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The actions available from the drop-down menus at column level are: 

Sort actions 

 A-Z (sort values in this column in ascending order) 

 Z-A  (sort values in this column in descending order) 

 No sorting 

Group actions 

 Group-by (in ascending order) 

 Group- by Z-A (in descending order) 

 Group in columns 

 

Filter actions 

 Filter (on this column) 

 

 Filter  COMBO (on this column using list selector) 

o Be aware that “Filter COMBO” will build the selector list on the available values from the 

data-source itself. In Server and Enterprise editions it is optional to define alternative 

report sources for “Filter COMBO”’s. In case an alternative source for a “Filter COMBO” 

has been defined in the DICTIONARY, that definition will be used. 

Display actions 

 Hide (this column) 

 

 0.0 -> 0.00 (Increase number of decimals shown by 1 decimal) 

o If adjusting many decimal points it might be more efficient to use Ad-hoc or Design. In 

Ad-hoc the decimals can be set by selecting the column and typing the number (0-9) to 

set the number of desired decimals. 

 

 0.00 -> 0.0 (Decrease number of decimals shown by 1 decimal) 

 

 Hide / Show Grand Row Totals 

o Previously available through Design / List options only. Will either display or hide the 

Row-level totals on pivot type reports. 

 

 Hide / Show Grand Col Totals (Column Totals) 

o Previously available through Design / List options only. Will either display or hide the 

column total on reports. 
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 Accumulate Cols (Columns) 

o Previously available through Design / List options only. Will add and accumulate each 

single column sub-total from left to right in pivot type reports (e.g.: accumulating 

monthly sub-totals across the months of the year). 

 

 Accum. Columns titles (Accumulate Columns and show as titles) 

o Same as above – however the accumulated amount is shown in a mouse-over title. 

 

 Accumulate Col Totals (Column Totals) 

o Previously available through Design / List options only. Will add and accumulate each 

single column grand-total from left to right in pivot type reports in an additional grand-

total row (e.g.: accumulating monthly results across the months of the year). 

 

 Show as details 

Total options 

 SUM (Total summation of the column) 

 Count using this column 

 Running sum 

 Prct Of Total (Percentage of Total) 

 Average 

 VAR 

 STD 

 Maximum 

 Minimum 

The total options are similar to what has previously been available through Ad-hoc (and Design), with 

the addition of “Running sum” and “Prct Of Total” which are now directly available as a column based 

action. 
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TOP 10 reports 

A new easy to use function is now available for TOP 10 and BOTTOM 10 reporting. 

When a list is grouped with 1 row-grouper and has a SUM total: 

 

The drop-down menu will include “Top 10” and “Bottom 10” options: 
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Choosing the” Top 10” option in this case where Employees are grouped by “Last name” and their 

number of children are summarized will produce the following result: 

 

The sum of children per “Last Name” is ranked from top to bottom and the first 10 Employees are 

displayed. Details are moved to the first drill-down level and the report caption now shows “TOP 10”. 

The light blue background indicates maximum values within that column. 

The functionality of the drop-down actions in general is similar to the functionality available through Ad-

hoc and Design as described elsewhere in the documentation. 

 

Save or apply changes 

As with Ad-hoc and Design/Apply the column based design changes are not saved to the report before 

the user chooses to do so using Ad-hoc or Design.  

 

Column based actions controlled with user rights 

In the Server and Enterprise editions, access to Column based actions can be enabled or disabled on 

individual users as well as enabled or disabled on individual reports (following the Ad-hoc design rights). 

Column based actions can either be seen as a replacement for Ad-hoc design or an extension to Ad-hoc 

and Design rights. I.e. in the Server and Enterprise editions it is possible to control and assign user rights 

from simple mouse controlled drag-drop in-memory manipulation to Ad-hoc control with save options 

to full design or even owner rights on reports. 
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Combining Ad-hoc/Design with Column based actions 

Although column based actions are powerful, some scenarios benefit from using Ad-hoc design. In 

situations where the underlying data-source contains a large number of records or a high number of 

columns, the Ad-hoc or Design approach where multiple columns can be selected and moved/removed 

in one operation and eventually previewed on a subset of records might be the optimal solution. 

When columns have been added to the underlying data-source of an existing report or columns have 

been previously removed from a report, Ad-hoc or Design is needed to add the columns back into the 

report again if needed. 

Example: 

 

Use Ad-hoc to add the 2 missing columns (Total Children, Education) into the Details section of the list 

again.

 

Select the columns under “Available fields”, click Add (or press ENTER) to add the columns to the Details 

section. Complete your changes with Apply or Save. 

 

If special manipulated columns are needed (like the year, quarter or month variation of a date column) 

Ad-hoc or Design is needed to add these types of columns to the report. 
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Example adding Year of Hired Date: 

 

For developers and report owners a combination of column-based actions with Ad-hoc or Design will 

probably be the preferred solution. Utilizing Ad-hoc and Design for the basic design of the report, 

further refining drill-down listings using column based actions during test and prototype on the reports. 

Apart from the drop-down options available, some new actions are directly available using drag-drop 

and double-click. 

Change Caption: Double-click on column heading 

Double-click on a column header in a report will change the column header to an INPUT text box where 

the column caption can be modified. 

 

Double-click on the column heading “Empl Country” to change it to “Country”. Complete the change by 

pressing ENTER: 
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Drag-drop report columns 

To allow for intuitive direct creation and manipulation of reports without the need to understand the 

terminology of Dynamic AI Ad-hoc and Design and without having to enter any script or coding, new 

drag-drop column actions are now available. 

Apart from being fast and easy to use with a traditional PC setup using a mouse, the drag-drop 

functionality is also functional on touch-based PC screens, allowing users to create, manipulate and use 

reports and dashboards simply by touch-actions. 

Dragging column headers have different functionality depending on the direction and length of the drag. 

Direction upper left 

Dragging a column header to the upper left (or North West) (where the Filters are located) will make a 

copy of the column as a Filter option on the listing or report. The dragged item will display a green add 

icon. 

 

When dropped the new “search by” filter is applied to the report: 
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Direction upper right 

Dragging in direction upper right (or North East) will hide the column from the listing. The dragged item 

will display a red close icon. 

 

When dropped the column is hidden from the report: 

 

 

Direction lower left 

Dragging down to the left (or South West) (where list groupings are normally located) will turn the 

dragged column item light-blue and when dropped turn the column into a group. 
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Example of grouped listing: 

 

 

If an existing row grouping is dragged as a group (direction South West) and a preceding grouper exists, 

then the dragged grouper will become a caption to that preceding group. Example below: 
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The 2 columns Product Group ID and Name belong together and should therefore group as 1 entity. First 

the column Product Group ID is dragged to the lower left as a grouper: 

 

 

Next the column Product Group Name is dragged to the lower left to also produce a grouping: 
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Dynamic AI displays the 2 groupings as 2 individual group levels. To tell Dynamic AI that the groupings 

belong together, simply drag the “Product Group Name” column as a group again: 

 

Dynamic AI will now look up the preceding group and make the second grouping a group caption to the 

first: 
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Direction lower right 

Dragging down to the right (or South East) (where totals are normally located) will turn the dragged 

column item into a total –numeric columns are totaled as SUM, while non-numeric columns are totaled 

as a COUNT. 

 

 

 

Example showing a summation total on the column “Total Children” after dragging the column to the 

lower right: 
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Direction Up/Down short 

Dragging directly down (South) will have 2 functions depending on the length of the drag. Dragging a 

column downwards will first turn green, indicating an A-Z sorting of the column. If dragged further down 

the dragged item will turn black indicating that all the details will be moved to the next list level as a 

drill-down specification. 

A-Z sorting: 

 

 

After dropping the column, the new sorted report is produced. The A-Z sorting is indicated on the 

column header with a small triangle in the lower right corner. 
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Dragging directly up (North) will turn the dragged item red-brown, indicating a reversed sort order of 

that column. 

Z-A sorting: 

 

 

After dropping the column, the new sorted report is produced. The Z-A sorting is indicated on the 

column header with a small triangle in the upper right corner. 
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Direction Up/Down on grouped listings with details 

If dragged further down the dragged item will turn black indicating that all the details will be moved to 

the next list level as a drill-down specification. 

 

 

When the dragged column header is dropped the details are moved to the next list level and the 

consolidated group listing is produced: 
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The group listing offers access to the underlying detail records via drill-down: 
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Direction upper right Columns area 

If a list has at least 1 grouping and a total then it will be possible to drag a column to the near upper 

right (North East) – further drag will hide the column – but when the column item change color to dark-

blue, it will be turned into a column-grouping (pivot or cross-tab) listing.  

 

 

 

Example showing the column Education being turned into a Column-grouped item: 
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Re-arranging the order of columns 

Apart from changing the display type of a column, drag and drop actions can also be used to re-arrange 

the display order of columns. By dragging a column horizontal to the left/right (or East / West) will insert 

the column before the column dragged over. 

Example dragging the column “Last Name”: 

 

 

To insert before the column “First Name”: 

 

 

After dropping the column: 

 

 

Re-arranging column positions directly on the reports using drag-drop is a fast way to re-position a few 

columns. If many columns are to be re-arranged Ad-hoc or Design offers the possibility to move multiple 

columns. 
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Switching column and row-group columns 

If grouped column headers are dragged on a pivot / column grouped listing, the following rules apply 

when only 1 row and 1 column grouping: 

Dragging the row group to the column grouped section will switch the column group with the row group 

and make the row group a column grouping and the column group a row grouping item. 

Example where Department is a row-grouping and Country is a column-grouping: 

 

Dragging the Department column onto the Country groupings: 

 

Will switch column/row groupings and produce this report: 
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Dragging a column group to the row group header (from right to left) will change the column grouping 

to a second row-group item. 

Example dragging the country column grouping to the Department row-group item: 

 

Will produce the following row-grouped report: 

 

 

If more than 1 row group and at least 1 column grouping: 

If dragging a row grouper to the column group area when more than 1 row group exist, will turn the 

dragged row-grouper into an additional column grouping. 

Dragging row-groupers onto other row-grouper will change the order of groups applied. 
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UNDO design feature 

As changes to live reports and listings are now instant, Dynamic AI version 6.3 also introduces an UNDO 

design feature to allow undoing 5 design steps. 

Design steps in terms of UNDO are: 

 On an AI dashboard: 

o Closing/hiding a sub-report 

o Re-ordering the position of a report 

o Merging sub-reports 

o Change graph options on individual sub-reports 

 

 On normal reports 

o All drop-down column actions 

o All drag-drop actions 

o Renaming column captions 

o The collective changes made using Ad-hoc followed by Apply 

o The collective changes made using Design followed by Apply 

Apart from UNDO, the end-user always have the option to re-run a report in its original (last saved) 

design from the Reports menu. 

In the Server and Enterprise editions the “re-load previous version” option from Design, allows reverting 

back to a previously saved design version of a report. 
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AI - Automated Intelligence 

Dynamic AI includes a new unique feature: Automated Intelligence or AI.  

AI is available on all reports and listings and offers the option to automatically analyze a data-source and 

create the most relevant reports presented in a flexible and intelligent dashboard directly to be used by 

end-users. 

Automated Intelligence can be useful in many different scenarios: 

 As an automated function to create reports 

 To get the overview of a data-source 

 To look for inconsistencies in underlying data 

 To reduce complexity in analyzing 

 To find patterns and combinations of entities that was previously unknown 

 As a management dashboard 

 Etc. 

Apart from being an automated way to create reports, the new AI dashboards include some other new 

inventions: 

 Measurement selector 

 Time-dimension selector 

 Auto-pairing of group captions 

 Drill-up filtering 

 Drill-down specifications 

 Compressed Drill-down specifications 

 Drag-drop re-arranging sub-reports 

 Drag-drop sub-reports merging 

 Multiple collapse/expand reports  

 Auto chart types 

 Individual chart options 

 Country detection 

 Open alone 

 Remove AI 

 

As described in the chapter “Column based actions” it is straight forward to create a report with 

Dynamic AI. Column based actions, Ad-hoc design and Design options however require that the user 

knows what to include on the reports and what design steps are necessary to achieve the results.  
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The new Automated Intelligence - AI button - functionality now is an automated “intelligent” way to 

achieve similar and in many cases much more flexible and interesting report designs without having to 

plan/design or visualize how such reports should look like or the steps involved in designing those. 

With AI it is effortless to get Dynamic AI to produce a number of relevant report alternatives and either 

use these directly or use the automatically created dashboard as the basis for further customization of 

individual or multiple reports.  

Automated Intelligence is an optional user right which can be assigned to individual users in the Server 

and Enterprise editions of Dynamic AI.  

Automated Intelligence is executed by clicking the AI button on top of reports: 

 

 

Running AI will analyze a sub-set of records from the underlying data-source, evaluate and select sub-

reports to produce as well as execute these reports on the original data-source. 

Depending on the number of underlying records, the number of columns in the data-source as well as 

the speed of the Dynamic AI server and the underlying database for the data-source, AI might take some 

time.  

After the initial analysis, the reports will execute faster (when clicking GO, drill-up or drill-down) as AI 

doesn’t have to analyze the data again and drill-up/drill-down will decrease the number of records 

affected by the sub-reports. 
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Running AI on the “Employees” table found in the DEMO included with Dynamic AI version 6.3 

installations, produces the following AI-dashboard: 

 

 

On top of the AI dashboard a Total measurement selector is presented (in this case AI has selected 

COUNT as the default measurement). 

The sub-reports produced are: 

“Count by year/month of HiredDate” : A count of employees by the year/month the employee was 

hired. 

“Department Name”: A count of employees by department 

“Empl Country”: A count of employees by country 

Etc. 

Each sub-report represents one or more dimensions to the total of the data-source. In above example 

each sub-report display’s a break-down of the total number of records (45) in the individual dimension 

(Department, Country, Gender etc.). 
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Measurement selector 

When AI is executed on a data-source or existing report, all numeric columns are collected in a drop-

down select listing and presented to the end-user at the top of the AI dashboard. 

 

AI will pick the most relevant measurement for the dashboard using the following rules.  

1. On existing reports the already specified measurement (if any) is selected and appears in the 

measurement selector as “As Defined”. I.e. if special formatting or manipulation (divide by, * -1) 

has been set on the report totals (measurement column(s)). 

2. On reports without NUMBER type columns on the underlying data-source COUNT will be 

selected as the default. 

3. On reports with NUMBER columns, the first NUMBER column will be automatically selected as 

measurement column. 

A simple example of changing the meaning of a dashboard simply by changing measurement is the 

DEMO Employees example from above (in below example number of children has been selected instead 

of COUNT of employees): 
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Time-dimension selector 

When AI is executed on a data-source or existing report, all DATE type columns are collected in a drop-

down select listing and presented to the end-user at the top of the AI dashboard as a time-dimension. 

AI will pick the first date occurring in the data-source as the default. 

 

 

If less than 2 DATE type column are found, no Time-dimension selector will be presented. If 1 date type 

column exists, that specific column is used for the first pivot/cross-tab sub-report on the AI dashboard 

showing the selected measurement column totals by YEAR and MONTH of the Time-dimension. 

 

Apart from offering new automated functionality to end-users the measurement selectors makes each 

report many times more flexible without the need for additional report copies (for other measurements) 

and without the need for writing any code. 

 

Auto detected group captions 

When AI (Automated Intelligence) is initially analyzes data, it will look for columns that seems to belong 

together such as “account number” and “account name”, “Customer ID” and “Name”, “Product Code” 

and “Product name” etc. 

AI will look into the underlying data and test the pairing of columns before assigning dimensions 

together in the same sub-report. 
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In the DEMO example “Realized sales join”, AI e.g.: detects that: ID, Account number and Acc Name 

belongs together, that Company No and Name is the same entity and that Contact ID and Contact Name 

is a pair. 

 

 

 

By grouping values that belongs together (from the nature of the underlying data) the end-user gets a 

consolidated look at the data as well as an opportunity to discover differences or error in data that 

shouldn’t be there. 

 

Drill-up filtering 

Another benefit of the AI-dashboards is the functionality to apply drill-up criteria’s as overall filters for 

the full dashboard. 

All group values on all sub-reports can be applied as overall dashboard filters simply by clicking on the 

values. 

Drill-up will apply several rules: 

 All reports on the AI dashboard will be filtered with the drill-up criteria 

 

 Reports that after being filtered only produce 1 group of information to make up the total will 

be collected in a special sub-report named “All Records”. 

 

 The sub-report from which the drill-up is executed will be eliminated on the AI-dashboard. 

 

 The complete filtered AI dashboard will be re-calculated and displayed. 
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Drill-up can be illustrated with the Employees AI dashboard example. 

 

 

Clicking on the entity values (like e.g. “Administration” in “Department Name”) will reduce the data-

source being used for the AI dashboard to records for Employees in the Administration Department: 

 

From the first picture above the number of Employees in the Administration Department is 3, which 

becomes the total of Employees used in the filtered AI dashboard. 
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Further narrowing the AI dashboard by clicking “Married” in the Marital Status sub-report produces 

below dashboard: 

 

As all “Married” employees of the “Administration” department are Male, this information is 

compressed in a sub-report named “All Records”. “All Records” is used to compress information and 

eliminate as much “noise” in the dashboard as possible. 
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Drill-down specifications 

The AI dashboard is the top of the report hierarchy. Below you’ll either find the detail records making up 

the individual reports on the dashboard or the initial level an existing report being analyzed with AI. 

When drilling to detail records AI will automatically reduce the displayed records to the overall filters 

applied on the dashboard combined with the drill-down criteria’s arising from the specific total that the 

user has selected.  

If AI is applied on an existing report, the AI dashboard can be understood as an overall filter 

presentation that allows the end-user to select any combination of filters and “dimensions” for the 

underlying report via drill-down. 

 

 

Above example displays the drill-down specification for the “Total 2” of the sub-report Empl Country, 

showing the exact 2 records that makes up the total. 
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Clicking the 1 next to US in the “Empl Country” sub-report will apply the filter US to the records in the 

drill-down specification and only shows that 1 Employee of US that is Married and employed in the 

Administration department. 

 

 

The overall rule in AI dashboards is that drilling on the numeric totals will produce a drill-down 

specification, clicking on entity group values will use the specific value as a drill-up filter for the entire 

dashboard. 
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Compressed Drill-down specifications 

When drill-down to detail level records is executed from an AI dashboard, Dynamic AI will automatically 

evaluate the columns presented and compress the report by not displaying redundant record values 

equal to the drill-down criteria’s applied. This functionality has been implemented in order to reduce the 

noise of redundant information, increase transfer speed, and ease the reading on smaller screens or 

from smaller windows. 

A simple example of compressed drill-down in combination with AI: 

 

Creating an AI dashboard on top of the Products table found in the DEMO database: 

 

Will display 2 sub-reports, 1 by Product Group ID/Name and 1 by Material. 
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Drilling to the details from the Product Group ID/Name on the 5 products in the group “3027/Sofas”: 

 

 

Will display the underlying products and eliminate the Product Group ID and Name columns. The reason 

being that the Product Group ID and Product Group Name for all 5 displayed records all belong to the 

drill-down group 3027/Sofas. 
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Drilling from the Material Sub-report on the 7 items in the Fiber group will produce the following details: 

 

In this case eliminating the Material column from the details but includes the Product Group columns. 

Without any programming or any design decisions or actions made the Automated Intelligence 

functionality will in most cases produce meaningful results and help the user to get insight to the 

underlying data. 
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Drag-drop re-arranging sub-reports 

On the AI dashboard, each individual sub-report is a separate element. Elements can be moved, re-

ordered or removed from the dashboard. 

Holding the mouse over the title of a sub-report will display a “move” cursor. Click the title and drag the 

sub-report over a target report located where the sub-report should be moved to. Drop the report and it 

will move in front of the drop-target. 

Removed and re-ordered positions are kept when the AI dashboard is saved. 

Example showing the move of the sub-report for “Education” in front of the “Empl Country” sub-report: 

 

 

Using drag-drop to re-arrange sub-reports on a dashboard is also supported on packaged reports in 

Dynamic AI. A dashboard created using the Package type report can present reports across several data-

sources and connections. 
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Drag-drop sub-report merging 

Additional to the automatically produced reports, the AI dashboard offers drag-drop features on the 

“merge” action next to the sub-report title, available on AI dashboards with more than 1 sub-report. 

The merge action allows users to create additional reports simply by merging the “dimensions” of 2 

existing sub-reports. 

When drag actions are started from the word “merge”, the dashboard will merge the dragged report 

with the target report instead of re-positioning the report. 

The “merge” has 2 basic functions: 

Drag to the upper half of an existing report, the background turns dark-gray, and will produce a 

pivot/cross-tab report of the 2 reports having the drag-source as column grouping and the target report 

as row grouping for the selected measurement total. 

Example showing a merge of the Gender sub-report with the “Empl Country” sub-report. 
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As the Gender report is dragged to the upper half of the “Empl Country” report, the new created sub-

report should be a grouping by country in rows and Gender in columns illustrated below: 

 

 

Drag a report to the lower half of an existing report, the background will turn light-blue, and will 

produce a new report on the target position having the dragged report as an additional row-group level. 
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Example showing the new sub-report created when merging Gender with “Empl Country” as a row-

grouping: 

 

 

If the target report already is part of a row/column group report or has more than 1 row-grouping, the 

target report will be replaced by the new report (if more than 1 existing dimension). If the target report 

is the original 1 dimension sub-report, then an additional merged report will be inserted leaving it up to 

the user whether to close and remove the original dimension reports or use them in combination with 

other sub-reports. 
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Multiple collapse/expand reports 

With the introduction of report merging features the collapse/expand functionality in Dynamic AI has 

been adjusted to allow several individual reports to collapse/expand isolated from each other. 
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Auto chart types 

The AI dashboard offers an overall option to display or hide graphs. The option is turned off by default 

to allow the end-user to see as much of the dashboard on screen initially. 

When checked, the AI dashboard will present charts next to each individual sub-report. The chart type 

used for each sub-report will depend on the number and type of grouped values. Ranging from pie-

charts on sub-reports with only a few group values, to BAR charts for up to 10 values, to range and line 

chart types for time and numeric group values. 
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Individual chart options 

When the overall Graph option is checked, charts are displayed on the AI dashboard and the end-user 

now has the possibility to either hide the sub-report next to the graph (Graph only) or Remove the 

individual graph from a sub-report. 

 

Use the drop-down menu next to the sub-report title to change a sub-report into a “Graph only” type. 

 

Example of a “Graph only” type sub-report: 
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Move the mouse over an individual graph to display an “x” in the upper right corner of the graph to 

remove an individual graph from an AI dashboard. 

 

If the overall Graph option is checked and no graph is presented (as a result of a previous remove 

action), the graph can be displayed again by selecting the “Graph” or “Graph only” from the drop-down 

menu next to the sub-report title. 

 

Country detection 

The AI dashboard will look for sub-reports containing “country” as part of the column name and check 

whether it is possible to map the column data of the report into a general world-map and fill the data 

into a flash-based interactive world-map. 
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The chart can be zoomed and navigated using the tools in the left side of the chart or using scroll-wheel 

and mouse dragging. 

 

When the map is part of an AI dashboard the strength of country colors will indicate the value of the 

measurement for the individual country. 

Clicking on a specific country will be set the country as overall filter for the dashboard (drill-up). 

 

Open alone 

Next to each sub-report title a small drop-down triangle indicates the availability of a drop-down menu. 

The drop-down menu specific to each individual sub-report offers the opportunity to open the sub-

report “alone”. I.e. the selected sub-report will open as an individual report for further Ad-hoc or Design 

actions. 

Be aware that the opened individual report will eventually overwrite the AI dashboard. Nothing is 

however overwritten before the new report is saved. In order to keep an existing (saved) AI dashboard 

after using “open alone” is to save the new opened report as a new report. The functionality to save 

reports is an optional user specific right that must be assigned on user accounts in Server and Enterprise 

editions of Dynamic AI. 

Using AI in combination with “Open alone” is a fast path to report design, combining automated 

intelligence with custom enhancements. 
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Remove AI 

AI used on a report is not overwriting the existing report before saved using Ad-hoc or Design.  

Users with the user-right to “Automated Intelligence” in combination with allowing “Access to Online 

and Ad-hoc Design” on the Options tab of a report Design will be allowed to run AI on top of a report. 

If AI should be removed from a report a “Remove AI” option is available on the Tools drop-down menu.  
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New graph styles 

Dynamic AI version 6.3 introduces a number of new graph styles used on AI dashboards as well as for 

individual use. The new styles are very clean in colors and design as well as available in gray-shades to 

allow many graphs to be presented on dashboards without too much noise. 

The new graph styles are all marked with a * in the style name. 

 

The DEMO repository included in the Dynamic AI version  6.3 installation package include examples of 

the new graph styles as well as a gallery package. 
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New Flash-based world map 

New interactive world-map graph styles are now also available in Dynamic AI. 

The graph styles are named: 

• World default Blue 

• World default Gray 

• World default Green 

• World default Red 

The “World” graph-type requires that values supplied to the graph can be mapped into standard ISO 

country codes. 

Dynamic AI must be able to determine the correct country/region from the data in order to display the 

map correctly. Dynamic AI maintains a table of country names and variations in all supported languages. 

This means that if your data contains a value such as “DE”, “Federal Republic of Germany”, “Alemanha”, 

“Alemania”, “Allemagne”, “Bundesrepublik Deutschland”, “Deutschland”, “Germania”, “Germany”, 

“Németország” or “Tyskland”, it will automatically be mapped to Germany.  

If a column contains unrecognized or misspelled country names, a text label, "Unmatched Countries: XX" 

will appear. Clicking the label bring up a list of the countries that could not be matched. Corrected 

variations of country names will be added to the list upon request. 

The chart can be zoomed and navigated using the tools in the left side of the chart or using scroll-wheel 

and mouse dragging. 

The data values control the color strength on the map so that higher values gives stronger(darker) 

colors. Exact values are shown when moving the mouse pointer over the different countries/regions. 

The DEMO repository included in the Dynamic AI version  6.3 installation package include examples of 

the world map graph styles. Below example demonstrates the map-type graph used as a “Graph only” 

report with overall filtering available to end-users. 
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 Use of the map style requires that a flash browser plug-in is available. The required plug-in will attempt 

to auto-install on most browsers if it's not already installed. Be aware that the World Map chart type is 

for interactive use in the browser. The map can’t be e-mailed or exported. 
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